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Creation of Innovation

Foreign investor accelerators

Business matching pitch event （example）

In recent years, a series of foreign-owned accelerators have entered the Kansai region,
developing various acceleration programs from the seed and early stages to middlestage development.
（One case）

■

Global Innovation Forum Osaka （GIF）
Organizer

Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Osaka Foreign Business Attraction
Center （O-BIC）

Overview

Domestic and overseas start-up companies with cutting-edge technologies and
products in smart cities, DX, carbon neutral, health tech, etc. will gather and
realize "Osaka, a meeting place to create business" to make connections with
new partners all over the world!
Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry will promote collaboration such as
symposiums inviting KOLs from Japan and overseas, matching with a wide
variety of companies, individual business meetings, and products that will be
unveiled for the first time in Japan.

Plug and Play Kyoto
Under the theme of "hard tech / healthcare" based on
Kyoto's strengths in manufacturing and life science,
Kyoto is developing a consortium-type acceleration
program in the fields of data health, AI utilization for
medical care, and medical equipment.

International Innovation Conference "Hack Osaka"
■

Startupbootcamp Scale Osaka
The Rainmaking group （headquarters）, headquartered in
the United Kingdom, oversees the program. Targeting
after the middle stage, they support growth by
promoting feasibility experiments and collaboration with
partner companies and place focus on business
development and pilot program execution with major
Japanese companies.

■

Organizer

International Innovation Conference Hack Osaka Executive Committee
（Osaka City, Institute for Urban Vitality, Japan External Trade Organization
（JETRO） Osaka Headquarters, Public Interest Incorporated Foundation Osaka
Industry Bureau）

Overview

“Hack Osaka” is the best open innovation festival in Kansai. A place where
various players such as entrepreneurs, investors, large companies, and students
can connect across organizations, regions, nationalities, and generations
through talk sessions, pitch contests, business meetings, etc. to make Osaka a
co-creation city that connects to the world. “Hack Osaka” is working hard to
provide superior matching opportunities. （Held once a year）

500 Founder Academy in partnership with Kobe
From 2016 to 2020, a program “500 KOBE ACCELERATOR”
has been held, in which 500 Global （formally 500 Startups）
in the United States and Kobe City have teamed up to
support seeds and early stages with mentors who have
experience in entrepreneurship. In 2021, the number of
support companies will be greatly expanded to 100
companies / year, and an online program entitled "500
Founder Academy" will be held.

KGAP+ （Keihanna Global Acceleration Program Plus）
Organizer

Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International (ATR)
Keihanna Research Complex

Overview

A three-month support program for start-up companies in Japan and overseas.
In addition to domestic companies, participating companies selected from
global innovation bases that cooperate with ATR will work on proof of products,
services and concepts in collaboration with major Japanese companies, aiming
to expand into the Japanese market.
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